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Panel 1 moderated by
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Christopher Jones is a Principal for Energy, regulatory and Antitrust in the European
Competition Law Practice Group in the Brussels oﬃce. He joined Baker McKenzie in
2018. Christopher's career has spanned more than 30 years at the European Commission. He was previously Deputy Head of Cabinet for the Energy Commissioner and
spent 18 years designing and implementing Europe's energy policy. Christopher has
signiﬁcant experience in competition policy, having spent 11 years in the ﬁeld including
responsibility for antitrust and mergers in the Cabinet of the Energy Commissioner,
and as personal Policy Assistant to two Directors' General. He is also a leading academic in the competition and energy areas, editing and co-authoring the standard text
books on Competition Law and Energy Markets, the Internal Energy Market, and EU
Renewable Law and Policy, as well as books on merger control and the standard competition law reference work, the EU Competition Law Handbook.

Panel 1 discussion
Delivering on ESI and Hydrogen Strategies in Practice:
Identifying the necessary changes to EU market regulation
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Watson worked for the Commonwealth Secretariat on a European Commission
project on trade and sustainable development based in Ethiopia. Earlier in his
career James worked for various UK government bodies in London and worked as
a lecturer in Environmental Law at the University of Manchester. He holds a Ph.D
in International Trade and Environmental Law from the University of Leeds, and is
currently a Visiting Professor at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
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Torben Brabo is the CEO of the Gas TSO and SVP in the joint Danish gas and power
TSO, Energinet. He has 25 years of experience in the energy and gas sector in
Denmark and abroad. Prior to joining Energinet he took part in European power and
gas projects, assisted CEE countries in their market development, and had a central
role in the liberalization of the Danish gas market in 2002-2004. As current CEO in
Energinet Gas TSO, Torben Brabo is highly involved in the development of the European gas and energy sector. For instance, he is engaged in the GIE Board since 2013
(Gas Infrastructure Europe) and from November 2020 as President, was a member of
the ENTSOG Board for 6 years (European Network of gas TSOs) and is the founding
father for the gas capacity trading platform PRISMA. Moreover, he manages several
decarbonization projects such as the Green Gas Initiative, Gas for Climate, European
Hydrogen Backbone. At the same time Denmark and Energinet is engaged in Baltic
Pipe and lead the biomethane development in Europe. For Energinet, sector coupling,
PtX and Hydrogen are among the current focus points. Torben Brabo holds a master’s
degree in mathematics and economics from Copenhagen University.
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Klaus-Dieter Borchardt is since October 2020 a Senior Energy Advisor at the European Competition Law Practice in the Baker McKenzie Brussels oﬃce. Before, Klaus-Dieter worked for 33 years at the European Commission, including four years at the
European Court of Justice. He spend 12 years in the Commissions' Legal Service
where he was responsible for state aid, internal market and agriculture, worked as a
Head of the private oﬃce for the Danish Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural
Development and spend the last 8 years in DG Energy ﬁrst as a Director for the internal Energy Market and the last 2 years as a Deputy Director General for Energy.
Klaus-Dieter is also a Professor at the Julius-Maximilians-University, author of a
standard textbook on EU Law and co-editor of a commentary of the EU Treaties.

Panel 2 discussion
Preparing EU's future gas and hydrogen grids:
Developing the gas network to support the transition in scale and time
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Catharina Sikow-Magny joined the European Commission in 1997 and is currently
the Director responsible for Internal Energy Market and the Acting Head of Unit in
charge of retail markets, consumers and local initiatives in the Directorate General for Energy. Before that, she was the Head of Unit in charge of networks and
regional initiatives. She has as well worked on international transport, trans-European network policy and ﬁnancing, internalisation of external costs, and strategic policy research. Before joining the Commission, Catharina Sikow-Magny was
a team leader and chief economist in the private sector in Finland. She has also
worked for the United Nations Development Programme in Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
She holds a Master of Economics degree from the Aalto University, Finland.
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Jorgo Chatzimarkakis is Secretary General of Hydrogen Europe since 2016.
Before he was Representative of Inﬁneon Technologies in Brussels and Member
of the European Parliament (2004 – 2014) inter alia in the ITRE Committee
(Industry, Technology, Research and Energy) where he could contribute to lay
the cornerstone for the ﬁrst and the second Joint Undertaking on hydrogen and
fuel cells. In 2007 he was elected “MEP of the year” by his colleagues of the European Parliament in the category “Research and Innovation”. In 2015 he was
appointed ambassador at large for Greece. Mr Chatzimarkakis was born in Duisburg, Germany. He holds German and Greek nationality, a degree in political
science from the University of Bonn.
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Director General, EUROFER
Axel Eggert is Director General of the European Steel Association (EUROFER), a
post he has held since 2014, having initially joined the association in 2007 as
Director of Public Aﬀairs and Communication. A German national holding degrees
from his studies of modern history, economics and law, Mr Eggert has extensive
experience, having worked 8 years in the European Parliament prior to his leadership at EUROFER. Mr Eggert is also Vice-President and Member of the Board of
ESTEP, The European Steel Technology Platform.
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Chair of Eurogas Distribution Committee/Thüga
Eva Hennig, study of Mechanical Engineering at Technical University in Munich. With
Thüga Aktiengesellschaft in Munich since 1989 in various positions, since 1.1.2018
head of department for EU Energy Policy. The Thüga Group constitutes the largest
alliance of nearly 100 municipal utilities in Germany with activities in the sectors gas,
electricity, district heating, water and various services. For several years hydrogen
projects have been developed in the Thügagroup with a strong focus on local production and the injection into the distribution grid. Eva Hennig is active in all topics related to gas with a special interest in renewable and decarbonized gases and the reduction of methane emissions. Since 2012 Eva Hennig is chair of the Eurogas Distribution
Committee.

Daniel Muthmann
Open Grid Europe (OGE) and Chair of Gas for Climate
Daniel Muthmann has been in the energy business since 1998. He has profound experience in the international gas and LNG business following various senior commercial
roles along the natural gas value chain, including sales, trading, long-term supply, and
LNG, working for Ruhrgas, BP and E.ON. In 2013 he founded his own advisory boutique
global gas partners together with a small group of senior energy executives. In 2017
Daniel was appointed head of strategy, policy and communication at OGE. He set
OGE’s direction with regard to hydrogen and decarbonization following an intensive
strategy review process in 2018. Daniel is the chairman of the Gas for Climate initiative in Brussels. He is an industrial engineer by education.

